
At the end of September, the UBS
Investment Research group released a
business jet update that came as no
surprise to U.S. charter operators. The
analysts reported that business jet flight
activity was “sharply lower” in August,
noting an 18-percent drop from the same
period last year and an 8-percent drop
year-to-date. The figures were “driven
mainly by reduced charter activity,” which
fell 11 percent on a rolling 12-month
basis. A separate UBS report indicated
that overall business conditions have
dropped 30 percent. Nearly half of all avi-
ation professionals surveyed for the report
believe conditions will deteriorate. 

The figures were a far cry from those
seen in previous years, when demand for
chartered aircraft was at an all-time high.
But a shift in the economy and the subse-
quent collapse of a number of high-profile
financial institutions led to a similar shift
in charter activity as corporate and private
spending declined. 

The UBS update stated that short-
range flight activity took the largest hit, 
a fact many charter operators confirmed.
“The one-hour hop seems to be most
affected by the economy,” said Toby
Batchelder, head of charter and aircraft
management for Midwest operator Elliott
Aviation. “Those customers are now
getting in their cars and driving the three
or four hours.” Batchelder said the com-
pany is flying two to three fewer turbo-
prop trips per month on average. Ron
Smith, vice president of business devel-
opment for Atlanta-based FlightWorks,
confirmed that the light to mid category
has “definitely slowed.”

But it appears that the economic
downturn has affected nearly every
charter operator–regardless of jet type.
“Everyone is feeling the pinch,” said
Robert Salvo, president and CEO of
Phoenix-based Crystal Air Aviation. He
estimates that most operators are “any-
where from 20 to 40 percent down in
their charter revenue over the same quar-
ter last year” and admitted that his com-
pany has experienced a “large decline.” 

Even the larger charter and manage-
ment companies have seen a decrease in
business. Jet Aviation saw a 15-percent
drop, and Gama Aviation said business
“slowed slightly.” 

NATA estimates that charter activity has
dropped between 10 and 15 percent.

Hope for the Future

But is the state of the industry really as
grim as it sounds? “There’s been so much
growth in the last 10 years, this is more a
circumstance of the industry catching its
breath after years of dramatic growth,” said
NATA president Jim Coyne. “We’re cau-
tiously optimistic that the recession won’t
be a very long one, and after catching our
breath, the industry will continue to grow.”
He noted that most operators are back to
the levels they had in 2006 and explained
that the industry has “always been cyclical
with the economy. And the benefits of
charter are just as important during a reces-
sion as they are at any other time.” 

Coyne added that the economic down-
turn has resulted in a shift in corporate
use, one that might actually help propel
the charter industry back to previous lev-
els. “More flight departments will be
under pressure during a recession not to
charter as much, but in an ironic twist,
there’s a side of the industry that will be
doing more charter flights because their

flight departments will be shut down.”
Bristol-Myers Squibb announced in Sep-
tember, for example, that it was shutting
down its flight department, selling four
aircraft and terminating the employment
of 32 pilots, mechanics and department
personnel. “They’ll be in a position to
need other lift,” Coyne said.

There has been a change in charter
clientele, also a result of the economic
impact. “When the market goes soft, there
are always some industries that storm
through and even find it to be a benefit,”
said FlightWorks’ Smith. “Certain client
types–real estate, construction–have taken a
pretty significant hit. But the medical indus-
tries, energy and other industries have
emerged. It’s all about finding out where the
users are.” Crystal Air’s Salvo added that
business from the entertainment industry has
remained steady. “That’s always been a good
client base, and that hasn’t changed,” he said.

The drop in U.S. charter activity also
appears to be regional, according to the Air
Charter Guide. Operators in financial
hotspots, such as the New York Metro area,
have been hit a lot harder than operators in
other areas. Charter activity has actually
increased in some areas, especially those
where the airlines discontinued service,
according to NBAA. “It really depends on
the geographic market and whether there
are other options available right now,” an
NBAA spokesman said. 

Ben Schusterman, vice president of op-
erations for ElJet Aviation Services, said
there has been a “significant increase in
smaller, city-to-city charter trips” as airline
capacity decreases. “The increase of new
customers entering the charter scene has
never been stronger,” he said.

In addition, some operators are hopeful
that the economic downturn will bring
other groups of private aviation users–
such as business jet and fractional owners–
into the industry. “The good news is that
for every guy who moves from a midsize
to a small aircraft, there’s another who goes
from whole airplane ownership to charter,”
said Marc Drobny, senior vice president of
charter and vendor services for Executive
Jet Management. 

Because of this shift, EJM charter activity
has remained steady, Drobny said. “We’re
essentially at the same level we were at last
year, both year-to-date and recent activity.”
He noted that the company added 40 new
aircraft to the fleet in the past 12 months,
30 since January. 

XOJet chief marketing officer Adam
Komack reported a similar trend. “People
who would normally purchase a jet are
now going into membership and fractional
programs. And people who would typi-
cally buy memberships or fractionals are
going to the charter market,” he said. “It’s
about the level of commitment. People
aren’t willing to make that higher level of
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Operators remain hopeful
despite industry downturn
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commitment when in the past they might
have been. That’s a trend across all luxury
goods right now.” He added, “I don’t think
people are dropping out of the category; I
just think it’s changing the way people are
buying into the category.”

The Perfect Storm

The economy is not the only factor driv-
ing the change in charter activity, however.
High fuel costs also hit the industry during
a particularly vulnerable time. In July, the
price of oil rose to more than $147 per bar-
rel, following reports of Iranian missile
tests. The increase occurred during the
summer season, when charter business
normally drops off. “Our business is sea-
sonal, and the summer months are gener-
ally slower,” Smith explained. “It’s almost
like a perfect storm. You come into a slow
time of year anyway, the cost of jet-A is at
historic highs, our economy is rocked and
we’re in a political year. It doesn’t get any
worse than that.”

Gama Aviation’s vice president of char-
ter sales, Eric Gray, confirmed the cyclical
nature of the business. “Historical data
shows that charter business increases in the
last quarter of the year due to business
travelers going back to work from the sum-
mer, universities are back in session, and
there is just an overall increase in compa-
nies doing business,” he said. “Our expec-
tations with regards to charter activity in
the next 12 months are positive.”

Long Island-based ExcelAire executive
vice president David Rimmer said high 
fuel prices have also affected business, 
albeit not substantially. “The airplanes that
are taking the biggest hit are the older air-
craft with the highest fuel consumption,”
he explained. “The GIII is showing some
softness because pricing it correctly makes
the fuel charges extremely high. That
makes the rate on that airplane start to
encroach on different categories of air-
plane. Given the choice between a low-
priced GIV and a reality-based price on a

GIII, customers go the GIV route.”
Like ExcelAire, most operators were

forced to raise surcharges to cope with the
high oil prices. Hourly rates, however, appear
to have stayed about the same. “Our fuel
surcharge has been a roller coaster,” Flight-
Works’ Smith said. “We’ve tried to adjust to
stay ahead. Retail rates have stayed constant.” 

Every operator is implementing or rais-
ing surcharges, Salvo said. “When fuel is
$6 or $7 a gallon, there is no more profit.
So you have to charge a fuel surcharge,” he
said. “But operators have been reluctant to
increase their charter rates along with fuel
prices. I don’t want to charge $5,000 for an
aircraft if my neighbor is charging $4,500.”

The fuel surcharges appear to be drop-
ping, however, as the price of oil retreats.
EJM’s Drobny said his company “absolutely”
increased fuel surcharges over the summer
but reduced them over the past two
months. “It ebbs and flows in both direc-
tions,” he said.

XOJet in early September announced a
9-percent reduction in fuel surcharges.
“We’re committed to making our fuel sur-
charge transparent,” Komack said. “It will
go up when it needs to go up, and down
when fuel prices go down.” 

The company also reduced the fuel sur-
charge in response to changing attitudes
among customers, Komack said. “Cus-
tomers aren’t price conscious; they’re value
conscious. In other words, they’ll pay
$30,000 to take a domestic flight and that’s
not a problem. But they don’t want to hear
that catering is going to be extra or the flight
will cost more on a certain day. They’re will-
ing to pay to take that private flight. They
just don’t want to be nickel and dimed.”

In addition to raising fuel surcharges,
operators also found creative ways to save
money. “We created a full-time ‘fuel
buyer’ position whose only responsibility is
identifying the best fuel price at a specific
airfield based on our negotiated pricing
programs,” said Bob Seidel, senior vice
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No one knows the exact number of air
charter brokers that exist within the industry.
NATA president Jim Coyne estimated there are
between 200 and 300, while broker Jeremy
Castonguay, CEO of Charter Logic, reckons
there are “in excess of 500.” NBAA v-p for
operations, education and economics Mike
Nichols could only speculate that there are
“hundreds and hundreds.” But whatever the
number, that figure is about to be reduced. 

The economic downturn is the most im-
mediate threat to the industry. Just as charter
operators have seen a significant drop in
business, so too have the bro-
kers. There is evidence, how-
ever, that the financial crisis has
hit the broker industry a lot
harder than it hurt the operators.
“In the last quarter there was a
large decline in broker activity,”
said Crystal Air Aviation presi-
dent and CEO Robert Salvo. “In
the old days, 20 percent of our
business was retail and 80 percent came
from the broker side of the industry. Our re-
tail business has now become 80 percent of
our profit centers.”

Brokers are quick to dismiss any suggestion
that there’s a direct correlation between the
business itself and the drop in business, but
they do concede that many in the industry
have felt the impact. “I don’t feel like it’s neces-
sarily the broker business model [that’s to
blame], but I will absolutely second that there
are some brokers out there who are really hurt-
ing,” said Greg Johnson, CEO and co-founder 
of OneSky Jets. “There are people we used to
compete with pretty aggressively that are no
longer on the radar.” He added that there’s 
“no question that the bottom of the private jet
market has dropped off.”

Nathan McKelvey, CEO of Jets.com, agreed
that there’s been a “rapid downturn” over the
past few months, with most brokers reporting
revenue declines of 10 to 30 percent. “We’re
hearing horror stories from brokers and opera-
tors,” he said.

The brokers most likely to be hit by the
economic downturn, Johnson said, were those
that routinely pushed the lowest price just to
make a sale, those that relied on the occa-
sional once- or twice-a-year flier, and those
that catered to the Wall Street crowd. 

“I think some of the folks in Manhattan,
those that came from or focused on Wall
Street, are going to have a really difficult time
in the next few months,” Johnson said. “They’re
going to feel the hurt. It’s the folks who are
diversified in their client base that won’t be
killed by Wall Street.” McKelvey said brokers
in the Northeast “are taking a beating.”

It appears, however, that the entire market
has been affected, by both a decrease in the
number of sales and a decrease in profit
margins. “What we’re seeing is a difference in
the price brokers can charge for a flight,”
Charter Logic’s Castonguay said. “The bottom
line is being affected as the gap between mar-
keting dollars spent and actual revenue earned

is widening.” He added, “That 500 number is
going to decrease significantly over the next
few months as the financial crisis continues.”

Government Intervention
The economy is not the only threat to bro-

kers, however. As reports of unethical business
practices continue to surface, the industry has set
its sights on brokers and is now pushing for the
government to establish regulations to curb the
number of brokers who misrepresent themselves.

Most within the industry agree that good,
ethical brokers do exist. “We honestly believe

that there are some very good
brokers out there,” Nichols said.
“These are brokers who are familiar
with the Part 135 industry, know
who the good charter operators
are and know the basic regula-
tory requirements. They really do
add value for their customers in
finding the right aircraft and the
right operator.”

But on the other hand, there also exist 
“a handful of real low-lives,” asserted David
Rimmer, executive vice president of ExcelAire.
“They steal people’s money, and they drive the
cost of what we do down. As in any business,
there are good and bad people, but we wel-
come anything that can be done to eliminate
the dirtbags.”

Even brokers themselves admit there is a
problem. “Too many brokers have popped up
that have no office, no real physical address
that you can visit and no real phone number–
just some e-mail form,” said Wayne Rizzi,
president of Air Royale International. “I think
there are many good, ethical charter brokers
out there, but it’s time the government realizes

that this is a real business and needs to have
regulations. I’d like to see charter brokers
become a licensed entity with the government;
this would weed out the bad apples.”

To date, brokers are essentially unregulated.
The DOT does have statutory authority over
“ticket agents” and in 2004 issued an “Aviation
Enforcement Office Broker Notice,” but there
are no guidelines or licensing requirements to
be followed by someone establishing a broker-
age business. The only violations the DOT can
penalize are unfair business practices and un-
lawfully holding out as an air carrier. In the past
year, the DOT has issued a number of consent
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Work for short-range business jets and turboprops has been hit hardest by the economic downturn and 
rising fuel costs.

“There are some

brokers out 

there who are

really hurting.”
–Greg Johnson

Online charter brokers are feeling the heat following
a downturn in the economy and an industry-wide
push to regulate their business practices.



president and general manager of Jet Avia-
tion. Otherwise, he said, “there is not much
we can do to reduce fuel costs in general.”

Crystal Air’s Salvo said his company
avoided FBOs where fuel costs were too
high. “There are monopolies out there at
certain FBOs where you’ll find your fuel
prices to be as much as $2 higher just be-
cause there aren’t competitive players,” he
said. “One of the things we have to do as
an industry is boycott buying fuel at those
places. Some companies have actually real-
ized this and now they’re being proactive to
bring fuel prices down.”

Gama Aviation participated in select
volume discount fuel programs and negoti-
ated fuel prices on a leg-by-leg basis. “We
find that negotiating on one upload at a
time is more cost-effective than annual fuel
programs,” Gray said.

ExcelAire often suggests alternative
airports to its customers. “We will try to
discuss with customers a shift in where
they’re going if it will mean a significant
saving in the fuel surcharge,” Rimmer said. 

Most, however, were simply prepared 
to be better shoppers. “One way we are
lowering costs is by doing a better job of
buying fuel on the road,” Elliott Aviation’s

Batchelder said. “In many cases, the cost
per gallon can vary by $1 between airports
that are literally 15 minutes apart.” The
most expensive FBOs and fuel stops, he
added, are typically in well populated
metro areas.

Regulations and Oversight

Although the economy and fuel prices
top the list of operator concerns, other
issues are affecting the industry as well.
According to Mike Nichols, vice president
of NBAA operations, education and eco-
nomics, the issues surrounding A008 are
“alive and well,” despite receiving less cov-
erage in the past year. “The reality is that
the FAA still has a clear focus on enforce-
ment of operational control,” he said. “We
get word of some potential enforcement
actions from within the industry. It’s not an
area that operators can just put behind
them and be unconcerned about.” 

At least one operator admits to some
concern regarding the issue. “The FAA is

supposed to be our watchdog for the safety
of the public, but in the case of TAG, I don’t
feel there were any real safety issues,” he
said. “I’m having a hard time wrapping my
head around the actions the agency took,
and I don’t think the fines were justified.
Now Sentient is the limping gazelle, and
the lion of the FAA is ready to pounce.” 

The FAA last year issued an emergency
revocation order against TAG USA and its
certificate holder, AMI. In early Septem-
ber, AIN learned that the agency is now
searching for connections between TAG
and Sentient Jet Holdings, the company
that purchased TAG Aviation USA’s assets.

Other operators, however, expressed
support for the FAA’s intensified scrutiny
and dismissed the increased oversight as
having little or no effect on day-to-day
operations. “I hope those efforts by the
government will eliminate the low end of
this business,” Rimmer said. “This busi-
ness seems to attract a lot of colorful char-
acters, not all of whom play by the rules.
So I hope A008 and other efforts by 
the DOT and FAA make the industry less
colorful and more ethical.” 

Another topic of concern is the environ-
ment, especially in light of a European

push for aviation to be included in its emis-
sions trading scheme. “My hope is that we
won’t see in the U.S. what has happened in
Europe, with extra taxes to create a fund
for carbon offsets and the global warming
issue,” Coyne said. “After experiencing a
big increase in fuel prices, the last thing we
need are more taxes.” 

In addition to increased taxes and regu-
latory issues, the issue also has the poten-
tial to affect infrastructure constraints,
another concern for most operators. Re-
strictions such as limited operating hours
will be a “substantial” issue, according to
Gama Aviation’s Gray. “Airport and air-
space access [due to environmental restric-
tions] is something that the industry will
have to get used to fighting everyday as a
normal course of business,” he said.

Larry Hecht, FlightWorks’ director of

operations, added that ATC modernization
is another factor. “The slow pace that the
FAA has taken in modernizing the ATC
system, especially on the ground, is going
to affect our business,” he said. 

One of the biggest questions in the
industry at the moment is whether future
TSA regulations will hamper the charter
industry. The TSA has submitted the Large
Aircraft Security Program (LASP) regula-
tion to the Federal Register as a Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking. “It’s possible that
this rule could address modifications to 
the Twelve-Five program as part of the
overall effort of the TSA,” said Doug Carr,
NBAA vice president of safety and regula-
tions. “How it could relate to other security

programs is unclear. We’ll just have to wait
and see.”

According to a spokesman for the TSA,
the agency is “proposing that all aircraft
operations, including corporate and private
charter operations, with aircraft with an
mtow above 12,500 pounds be required to
adopt a large aircraft security program.
The TSA also proposes requiring that
certain airports that serve large aircraft
adopt security programs.” The TSA sub-
mitted the proposed regulation on October
9. (See story on page 1.)

The charter industry has always had a
good relationship with the TSA, Coyne
said, and he hopes it continues. “Overall,
the security regime for charter has proved
it works,” he said. “But there are some
issues, such as access into TFRs. Our hope
is that the new rules will help us get access

into TFRs so we can fly into the same
airports that the airlines fly into. It seems
that if it’s safe enough for Southwest to fly
into these areas with 100 passengers they
don’t know anything about, it’s safe enough
for us to fly into with the CEO of a Fortune
500 company.”

Pilot Shortages

Another concern among operators is the
persistent issue of future pilot and A&P
mechanic shortages. “The entire industry is
concerned with the low number of new pilot
starts and training completion rates,” Nichols
said. “Looking down the pipeline, that could
be a concern.” He noted that industry is
especially concerned about the future of
A&P mechanics and skilled technicians.

Coyne agreed that a maintenance short-
age is “more of a problem.” He added,
however, that pilot shortages might not be
as bad as some fear. “The airlines have
been laying off a lot of pilots,” he said. 

Nichols explained that when the airlines
lay off pilots, many look to business
aviation for job opportunities. As of mid-
September, 2,279 airline pilots were on fur-
lough from the major airlines and 543 were
on furlough from the regionals. An addi-
tional 964 airline pilots had been laid off,
according to aviation staffing firm Air, Inc. 

“A lot of operators are looking [at the
airlines] as a good source of pilots who are
well trained and familiar with safety man-
agement systems,” Nichols said. “It’s going
to be cyclical, but the bottom line is that
money typically talks. When there’s an
attractive salary and an attractive package
and a good work environment, folks can be
enticed. That’s just a reality. And it’s some-
thing for employers to consider.”

XOJet, in particular, has benefited from
the airlines’ misfortune. “Our team has cre-
ated a great organization, and today we have
4,000 applications for 100 new positions,”
Komack said. “It’s definitely not affecting
us. We actually had [former] airline pilots
get recalled and decide to stay with us.”

Rimmer also expressed optimism. “When
the airlines are hurting, it creates more op-
portunity for us,” he said. “We’ll go through
a cycle as we did a couple of years ago when
it was difficult to hire people, but we’ve
always had high-quality pilots. A lot of pilots
are beginning to recognize that there’s more
stability in this sector of aviation now than
there is at the airlines. We see some great
resumes from highly qualified people.” o

Charter operators remain hopeful
uContinued from preceding page 

Environmental and security regulations are among the top concerns of most operators. According to Gama
Aviation, airspace and airport restrictions are going to be a “substantial” issue and something the industry
will have to fight.
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At face value, the marked decline in
leading western European economies would
seem to mean an inevitable dip in the for-
tunes of executive charter operators on that
side of the Atlantic. But the actual experi-
ence of operators in Europe has been more
complex and less predictable–with signs of
market fragmentation and, at the same
time, massive opportunities in the emerg-
ing regions of the Middle East and Asia.

AIN surveyed a selection of leading in-
ternational charter operators and found
few who would admit to seeing a signifi-
cant downturn in business. But many
acknowledged that market conditions are
shifting and that only those who can adapt
to the new market realities of changing
customer preferences and increased com-
petition will survive.

Research for this report also revealed that
more intense competition for business has
prompted some operators to absorb rising
fuel costs rather than pass them on to their
customers. Also, operators in Europe indi-
cated that they are increasingly pricing
flights in euros, rather than U.S. dollars, tra-
ditionally the main currency for the business.

Another factor that ties the fortunes of
some parts of the charter industry directly
to the ongoing credit crunch is the potential
for aircraft values to start falling. This could
leave some owners exposed in terms of the
equity they hold in the equipment at a time
when their ability to recoup costs from
managed charter operations could also take
a knock. Here there is the possibility for a
direct parallel with the buy-to-rent real-es-
tate sector, where in recent years investors
have bought homes in the belief that their
values would continue to soar while mort-
gages were paid by renters, only to find the
bottom falling out of the market. 

Despite the fact that the Cessna Citation
contingent of its fleet has been undergoing

extensive maintenance and refurbishment
this year, overall activity for Jet Aviation
has kept pace with the same period in
2007. “In the larger [aircraft] segments
there has been some decrease [in book-
ings], but this has picked up again in recent
weeks,” said Martin Bernegger, the com-
pany’s general manager for charter in
Europe, the Middle East and Africa.

Clients’ Needs Change

According to London Executive Aviation
managing director George Galanopoulos,
charter flying has been down about 10
percent so far this year as a direct conse-
quence of the economic downturn in the
UK and other European markets that 
the operator serves. However, the dip in
demand does not go right across the board
in terms of aircraft size. “At the smaller
end we have picked up more work because
people are more careful about how they
spend their money,” he said. 

LEA ordered 10 Cessna Citation Mus-
tangs in 2003 with the intention of being a
very light jet pioneer in the European char-
ter market. By year-end it will be operating
seven of the new four-passenger aircraft
and will have all 10 by the end of next year.
Chief executive Patrick Margetson-Rush-
more said that the airplane is proving to be
exactly the right equipment in a softening
market because it is 30 to 40 percent less
costly to operate than the midsize jets many
clients would have previously chartered.

That said, Galanopoulos indicated that
the current economic climate might make
it somewhat more difficult to attract the
numbers of new customers into private
charter with the Mustang as quickly as the
company had anticipated. But this is com-
pensated for by the fact that existing
clients–especially companies that have to

cut corporate travel budgets–are effectively
downgrading from larger aircraft to avoid
having to go back to the airlines.

At the upper end of the market, LEA
indicated that the specter of recession is
not diminishing the appetite of very
wealthy individuals for large aircraft. The
LEA fleet also includes four Legacys, two
Challenger 300s and a mix of Citation IIs,
Bravos and Excels, as well as a King Air
200 and a Navajo.

Marcel Wepfer, ExecuJet Aviation’s di-
rector of aircraft management, said that his
company received more charter inquiries
during the first eight months of this year
than in the same period last year. However,
he added that this hasn’t necessarily trans-
lated into more revenue hours flown because
of fluctuations in the amount of time aircraft
owners are willing to make their equipment
available to third-party customers.

Kurosh Tehranchian, CEO of UK-based
operator Ocean Sky, also reported mixed
fortunes in the charter sector. He observed
that demand for light jets has been down
about 5 percent this year–especially over the
usually busy summer months. At the same
time, bookings for the company’s larger jets
have increased by about 22 percent.

Similarly, the impact of the credit
crunch and its associated fallout in finan-
cial markets is by no means uniform in
Tehranchian’s view. He identified two core
groups of charter client, those for whom
the amount of flying they do is directly
related to the prevailing profit-and-loss
(PNL) status of their profession or busi-
ness, and those for whom it is essentially
an off-balance-sheet item.

“The PNL client is an aspirer [in terms
of his appetite for charter flying] but as
soon as an ill wind blows he is the first to
return to the way he used to fly [the air-
lines] because his certainty about income
goes,” Tehranchian told AIN. “The off-bal-
ance-sheet people have made a lifestyle
decision to use private jets, and they stick
with this without first looking at what their
net worth is on any particular day.”

But the Ocean Sky CEO was by no
means complacent about possible future
ramifications of a prolonged economic

Slowing world economies
affect international 
charter operations
by Charles Alcock

George Galanopoulos 
London Executive Aviation managing director 

ELITE JETS FULFILLS 
ARABIAN PROMISE

The recently forged alliance between
Dubai-based Elite Jets and Jet Aviation is
a prime illustration of the increasingly
global scale of the executive charter busi-
ness. Elite Jets has been rising fast over the
past couple of years, but the tie-up with
one of the leading global players in the
aircraft charter/management sector should
further boost its ascent. For Jet Aviation,
the partnership allows it to expand its
Arabian Gulf operations more quickly.

Having entered service with a single
Hawker 850XP, Elite Jets has since added
a Citation CJ3, a Challenger 604 and a
G450. According to president and CEO
Ammar Balkar, the company is set to
add two more managed aircraft by year-
end and aims to increase its fleet to 15
jets by the end of 2010. In his view,
there is no prospect of a downturn in the
Middle East market, partly because of
the incoming tide of oil-derived wealth
and also because governments are in-
vesting in the infrastructure needed to
support growth that has been somewhat
artificially constrained.

Some of this growth will come from
Arab-owned aircraft managed by Jet Avi-
ation, which will now be moved to Elite
Jets’ aircraft operator’s certificate in the
United Arab Emirates. Elite Jets recently
became the first locally based charter op-
erator in the region to complete the IS-
BAO safety accreditation overseen by the
International Business Aviation Council.

“The types of aircraft available [for
charter] in this region are almost the same
so we are trying to create loyalty with a
different level of service,” Balkar told
AIN. “We respond to requests for quota-
tions within 15 minutes and can dispatch
an aircraft within two-and-a-half hours.”

Competition in the Middle East char-
ter business has intensified greatly over
the past decade. In 1999 there was
effectively only one local operator; now
there are at least 22. The customer base
for charter in the Middle East also
appears to be expanding. “Ten years ago
the use of private jets here was almost
entirely limited to royalty and heads of
state,” explained Balkar. “Here in the
UAE only five or six years ago there was
just one private owner, and now there
are dozens of them.” 

According to Balkar, rising fuel prices
have done nothing to dampen demand
for charter flights. He argued that if
anything, more new customers are trying
private charter because fuel costs are
raising airline fares proportionately more
quickly than charter rates

Demand may be rising, but things
could be better, however. Balkar said that
there is still a serious lack of dedicated
airport infrastructure and that handling-
agent monopolies need to be broken up
to ensure better service levels. –C.A.

Continues on page 32 u

The economic downturn hasn’t diminished the appetite of very wealthy individuals for large aircraft, according
to London Executive Aviation. The company has suffered a 10-percent drop in charter requests, however.



downturn for the charter sector. “There is con-
cern about how long this will last,” he told AIN.
“If it goes on for a long time or gets worse–
perhaps for more than a year–then we could see
damage to the top end of the market.”

Another concern for Tehranchian is the wave
of speculative aircraft purchases, which account
for a significant portion of business aviation
manufacturers’ impressive order backlogs. In his
view, the inflated price of aircraft could well fall,
dragging charter rates down as owners seek to
cover their exposure to finance costs.

That said, so far this year Ocean Sky has
achieved a 15- to 20-percent increase in flying
activity, with particularly good utilization of its
midsize jets. Evidently the owners of aircraft the
company manages want them to be flown for
hire as much as possible. 

Ocean Sky has increased its revenues by
around 22 percent over the past year. Over this
time, charter rates for its light jets have been
static while those for its larger aircraft have
increased by around 10 percent, with much of
this driven by inflated fuel costs.

According to ExecuJet’s Wepfer, operators
have generally struggled not to pass on rising
fuel costs to customers due to more intensive
competition for bookings. In this context, he
maintained that larger operators like his com-
pany have an advantage in their stronger buying
power for fuel, as well as for other outgoings
such as insurance. 

Jet Aviation has not encountered customer
resistance to fuel surcharges, although it has
imposed them judiciously as it waits to see
whether oil prices will continue to rise. It has
also been negotiating with its suppliers for more
competitive jet-A prices.

In Europe, one factor that has pushed charter
rates upward is the shift from quoting charter
prices in U.S. dollars to euros as aircraft owners
no longer felt able to accept income in a weak
currency.

LEA is based outside the euro zone and from
its perspective charter rates have been unchanged
this year. “In a downturn, people drop rates to
get work to cover rising overheads such as pilot

salaries, which went up during 2007, and high
fuel costs,” said Galanopoulos. 

But not everyone sees the high cost of jet-A
as a threat. “We are the only part of aviation that
is glad about oil prices,” argued Tehranchian. He
maintained that fuel accounts for about 20 per-
cent of Ocean Sky’s operating costs, and that in
relative terms fuel cost has a much more severe
impact on airlines than on executive charter oper-
ators. “Even if the price doubles again it will still
mean only a 20-percent increase in our costs, and
the upside is that many of our new clients are
coming from energy-based economies such as
the Middle East and Russia,” he stated. 

Crystal Ball Remains Hazy

AIN found little consensus among operators
as to what to expect from the market over the
next 12 months.

ExecuJet’s Europe division sees more growth
on its radar, but this will be due mainly to addi-
tions to the continent’s charter fleet, which could
weaken operators’ bottom lines. “In general the
[weakening] financial market and increased air-
craft deliveries will result in tougher competi-
tion,” said Wepfer. “There will be more aircraft
owners but fewer charter customers.” He pre-
dicts that could continue for two or three years. 

Jet Aviation’s Bernegger has found himself
pleasantly surprised at how the market appears
to have held up in worrying economic times.

“Before the summer I really wondered where the
market would go, but we are still flying the same
clients and still doing well with weekend
[leisure] trips to places like Sardinia and the
south of France,” he said. “I don’t expect to see
any further negative trend; after all, only one part
of our market comes from investment bankers.”

But LEA’s Galanopoulos was less sanguine.
“We are looking at a period of stagnation,” he
concluded. “People have committed themselves
to aircraft deliveries, and we could see a lot of
these orders being sold on. We won’t see any
real growth; there will probably be a small
decrease [in flying activity] and some smaller
operators will go bust.”

“No one can really predict what will happen,
but we are prepared for more of the same–a con-
tinued credit crunch and further rises in fuel
prices,” said Ocean Sky’s Tehranchian.

Everyone agreed that despite the gloomy prog-
nosis for European economies, there remains
great potential for further growth in charter
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The future of business aviation in Europe is unclear. Some operators, such as ExecuJet, forecast growth, while others,
such as Ocean Sky, predict a decline if the credit crunch continues and fuel costs keep climbing.

uContinued from page 30

Slowing economies 
affect international
charter operations

Continues on page 36 u

Leading executive charter brokers
arguably offer the best overview of
current market conditions because
they deal with such a broad spread of
operators from different geographical
areas and market niches. Given the
recent turbulence in financial mar-
kets, it was perhaps unsurprising that
privately owned Hunt & Palmer was
more candid in its assessment of
business conditions than public com-
pany Air Partner.

According to Hunt & Palmer exec-
utive aviation manager Neil Harvey,
the first three quarters this year did
see an overall softening in demand
for charter flights–especially during
January, February and March. Book-
ings subsequently recovered quite
markedly but he suggested to AIN
that the next few months could pro-
vide critical indicators of the extent
to which adverse business conditions
have affected markets such as Europe
and North America.

The past few years have seen a re-
lentless boom in international charter
markets, and to some extent brokers
have always known that the growth
would have to slow. The consensus
among them is that growth will likely
continue in the Middle East and Rus-
sia, and to a somewhat lesser extent in
Asia, even if trading slows in Europe
and North America. 

In particular, Harvey reported that
there is a growing volume of execu-
tive charter traffic between Arabian
Gulf states and India. At the same
time, Hunt & Palmer’s office in Hong
Kong has found that in reality the
long-promised increase in charter
capacity in China has not material-
ized to any great extent and the
market there continues to be held
back by bureaucratic restrictions.

Harvey said that while there are
now hardly any of the financial road-
shows associated with share flotations
and initial public offerings, flying activ-
ities by bankers continued to be sur-
prisingly high given the cataclysmic
events on Wall Street in late Septem-
ber. He also indicated that bookings by
both wealthy private individuals and
the corporate sector have held up fairly
well. In his view, new packaged char-
ter offerings such as jet cards will likely
suffer because these tend to attract
new business aviation consumers who
may now be wary about taking this
step. “New money chases new prod-
ucts,” he concluded. 

Meanwhile, capacity is continuing
to grow in the international charter
market with, Harvey estimated, some
10 new aircraft being delivered 
into Europe alone each month. With

demand leveling off, he does see a
danger of overcapacity, and in his
view the only factor driving charter
rates up has been the rising cost of
fuel. He suggested that rates have
risen by as much as 15 percent this
year, specifically due to fuel costs,
and he argued that the market has
readily accepted this adjustment.

Harvey suggested that the past few
years of unprecedented growth in the
charter market might have made some
operators a bit complacent in their
attitude to service. “Frankly, it has been
a bit easy for operators over the last
few years, and some standards have
slipped,” he commented. 

Another consequence of strong de-
mand for bookings has been the temp-
tation for some operators to take on
more work than they can realistically
handle, compromising punctuality in
the process. “As a result, our role as
broker has changed,” Harvey said.
“We have to look a lot more closely at
what operators are doing and ask hard
questions about the schedule booked.”

According to David MacDonald,
who heads Air Partner’s executive char-
ter division, the past 12 months have
been “pretty good” right across the
company’s activities in ad hoc brokering,
block charter card and charter opera-
tions. However, he indicated that there
had been signs of market softening
around late August and early Septem-
ber that have prompted questions
about what is to come.

“The key going forward, especially
with our JetCard, will be what happens
to the leisure sector of the market,”
MacDonald told AIN. “Some customers
are affected by the [falling financial]
markets and it does have an effect on
their spending power.” Nonetheless,
membership of Air Partner’s JetCard
has doubled since 2007 and the com-
pany is targeting around 50 percent
further growth for next year.

“We won’t see a mass collapse [in
the charter market], but we could see
decline in [bookings from] financial
roadshows,” he said. “As a company
we have never really focused on one
market segment, so we spread our
exposure to risk.” 

But surely with the supply of
charter aircraft growing and demand
apparently slowing, operators must be
feeling the squeeze? Not necessarily,
indicated MacDonald. “It is too early
to say what will happen with rates,”
he stated. “American operators seem
to be hungrier for work, but we
haven’t seen managed aircraft being
flown at lower rates. The next few
weeks will be key indicators of where
the market is going.” –C.A.

MARKET SHIFTING, SAY TOP BROKERS



Blink is stepping up its low-cost Euro-
pean air-taxi network with the introduction
of three more Cessna Citation Mustangs
due to have entered the fleet around press
time. The London-based company has
reported high utilization rates for the first
aircraft, which entered service in early
June, and has said that it is achieving its
goal of offering per-seat costs that range
from 25 percent less to 25 percent more
than business-class scheduled airfares on
equivalent routes.

With 45 Mustangs on firm order, Blink
is due to start receiving its remaining
aircraft at a rate of one per month starting
this month. For some weeks during the 
first three full months of operation, the first
Mustang was logging as many as 30 occu-
pied flight hours, putting the operator on
track to achieve its goal of getting around
1,000 revenue flight hours from each air-
craft annually. Blink’s business plan calls
for the Mustangs to fly an average of four
hours per day five days a week.

“We’ve been flying the Mustang like a
737 on some days,” said Blink managing
director Peter Leiman. “One day in July
we did an 11-hour day with eight sectors,
five countries, six cities, three customer
groups and a change of crew.” The itiner-
ary started in Geneva and included stops at
the Dutch city of Maastricht, Antwerp in
Belgium, Bordeaux in southwest France,
London and Amsterdam before the air-
plane returned to Geneva. 

Quite apart from the impressive operating
economics of the Mustang, realistic, effi-
cient scheduling and detailed planning are
critical to making Blink’s lean air-taxi
model work. The premise of the company’s
ambitious business plan is that traditional
ad hoc charter is not cost effective because
fleet utilization is inefficient and the major-
ity of customers fly in larger and more
expensive aircraft than they actually need.

So far, business travelers have ac-
counted for 80 percent of the customer

base; many of them have abandoned sched-
uled airline service for the first time and
Blink has already achieved significant
repeat business, with 95 percent of cus-
tomers already having taken more than one
flight. Clients have included major public
companies, middle-market private equity
firms and art gallery owners. Blink is now
in discussions with several large compa-
nies about operating scheduled corporate
shuttle flights several times a week be-
tween specific locations.

Most of the early bookings have been
for same-day round trips either between
primary and secondary European cities or
between two secondary cities. Some have
included onward flights to another city.
During August, Blink managed to book
half of the return legs for the six one-way
trips it made, greatly improving yield 
in an operation that charges only for
occupied hours.

“These initial weeks of operation have
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European start-ups
launch VLJ air taxis
by Charles Alcock

Blink founders Peter Leiman (left) and Cameron Ogden are betting that flying VLJs within specific networks
will keep costs down and ensure profitability. 
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helped us to learn which sectors are
profitable and how the aircraft actually
performs when fully loaded and fully
fueled,” Leiman told AIN. “It has reinforced
our belief that flights of between 90
minutes and two hours are the sweet spot
for operations with the Mustang.” Leiman
maintained that VLJ operations are im-
mune to the demand-depressing impact 
of rising fuel costs because even with 
oil at $150 per barrel, the price of jet-A
still accounts for only 15 percent of the
charter rate.

Later this year, Blink will launch an
online booking system that will allow
clients to get better charter rates if they
make early reservations for aircraft. In
the coming months, the company also
intends to announce the location for a
string of European bases around which it
will build its air-taxi network, with air-
craft strategically positioned to minimize
empty-leg flights.

On top of the base charter rate, cus-
tomers are also billed for landing fees.
Minimal catering–a few light snacks and
some basic beverages–is provided for
flights. Customers are permitted some
limited leeway beyond agreed departure
times but then have to pay additional rates
to keep the aircraft waiting.

Blink, which is backed by $30 million
in start-up capital, aims to receive its own
aircraft operator’s certificate by year-end. It
has begun operations under the AOC of
TAG Aviation, which is initially providing
the aircrew. Blink has recruited four senior
training captains from British Airways and
the airline’s head of air safety. It intends to
employ four pilots for each of its aircraft.

JetBird

Meanwhile, rival European VLJ air-taxi
start-up JetBird has raised an additional
?10 million ($14.2 million) launch capital
by selling a 9.3-percent stake to an undis-
closed Saudi Arabian family business. The
Dublin-based group has also secured debt
financing from the Royal Bank of Scotland
to cover the “pre-delivery” payments on
the first 25 of 53 Embraer Phenom 100s
that it has on firm order and says that it is
close to firming up orders for 47 more.

JetBird is due to take delivery of the
first Phenom 100 in April, but it will likely
defer the start of charter flights until June,
by which time it should have three aircraft.
It has indicated that its first base will likely
be in Germany, as it begins to establish a
western European network. The first 25
Phenoms are due to be delivered in 2009

and 2010, and JetBird wants to have all
100 aircraft operational by the end of 2013.

FlairJet

New British air-taxi operator FlairJet
plans to enter service in May with a pair of
Embraer Phenom 100s based at Oxford. It
will lease the very light jets from an undis-
closed Embraer customer in Europe who
has 10 Phenom 100s on order.

FlairJet has one Phenom 100 on order
(plus one option) and is due to receive this
in 2012. It has an option to lease addi-
tional Phenom 100s beginning in 2010.
The company is considering Embraer’s
larger Phenom 300 and Legacy 500 for fu-
ture fleet growth.

The company is being launched by
Monarch Airlines Airbus A320 captain
David Fletcher and has financial backing
from three London-based lawyers. It will be
based at Oxford Airport in southern England
and will aim to serve a largely local market
in surrounding counties, focusing on cus-
tomers in the legal and financial industries.

FlairJet has recruited Air Atlantique
flight operations director Gerry Rolls and
will recruit other flight crew closer to the
start of services. It is now in the process of
applying for its aircraft operator’s certificate. 

The company is planning a route net-
work of air-taxi services with the four-pas-
senger Phenom jets, covering mainland
Europe, plus UK cities including Manches-
ter, Birmingham and Newquay, as well as
cities in Scotland and Ireland. 

“Oxford Airport will be the center of
the wheel, and we are looking forward to
adding the spokes,” said Fletcher. He said
that FlairJet had also considered using
Farnborough Airport, closer to London, as
a base but had ruled this out because high
landing fees and operational restrictions
did not, in his view, make this commer-
cially viable for a new VLJ charter service.  

FlairJet selected the Phenom after eval-
uating both the Eclipse 500 and Mustang.
Fletcher said that he considered the higher
price of the Embraer jet to be warranted
by its large cabin size and better lavatory.
The operator will provide Internet access
in the cabin.

The new operator’s marketing strategy
will target professionals from the legal and
financial sectors. It believes that Oxford is
an ideal hub for drawing charter customers
from the surrounding counties of Oxford-
shire, Buckinghamshire and Berkshire,
which reportedly constitute Europe’s most
affluent region. o

Blink has taken delivery of the first of 45 Citation Mustangs that will make up its fleet. The company
contends that the smaller cabin of the VLJ is an asset because it means customers aren’t paying more
for space they do not need. 

Report continues on next page u
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demand in the emerging markets of the
Middle East (see box on page 30), Russia
and Asia. Tehranchian also predicted that
the market in Latin America is about to
come alive, with much of this driven by
massive new oil and gas fields set to be
exploited in Brazil.

So apart from the uncertain economic
times, what else is keeping the manage-
ment of leading international charter opera-
tors awake at night?

For the European operators, new flight
duty and rest time limits for aircrew are
complicating rostering and adding to cost.
The core problem is that the new limits,
which took effect in July, were developed
with scheduled airlines in mind and do not
take into account the different operational
circumstances of the ad hoc charter market.
Making matters worse, according to opera-
tors, is the fact that although the new limits
are supposed to form part of the new 
EU-OPS operating rules for all European
countries, in practice different states are
enforcing the rules in different ways.

For example, ExecuJet has found that in

Denmark (where it has one of its AOCs) the
authorities count all non-flying time as half
for the purposes of calculating flight time
limits so the clock is ticking from the
minute the pilot steps out of his home to go
to the airport or when he is on standby. As a
result, the company has had to employ
more pilots to be sure of having capacity
when needed.

Similarly, European operators are find-
ing that new requirements to conduct full
security screening for commercial flights
by aircraft weighing more than 10 metric
tons (22,046 pounds) can be quite oner-
ous depending on the sophistication of the
infrastructure at the FBOs and airports
used. And, again, there are reports of 
wide variations in the degree to which
these requirements are being imple-
mented, with countries such as the UK

and Switzerland evidently enforcing them
to the letter while other countries appear
unaware of them.

Despite almost six years of lobbying on
both sides of the Atlantic, bitterly resented
U.S. restrictions on foreign charter opera-
tors remain in place even though no such
restrictions apply to U.S. operators coming
to Europe. Foreign operators are limited to
12 flights per year (originally the limit was
six) before they have to go through the
onerous process of applying for a Part 129
air operator’s certificate. And even getting
approval for this limited number of flights
can prove so time-consuming as to make
the operations unviable.

ExecuJet Switzerland went to the trouble
and expense of getting Part 129 approval,
only to find that it still has to get individual
trips approved by the Department of Trans-

portation. This process can take two or
three days, compared with the 10 to 15
days required without the Part 129 certifi-
cate. The operator has to keep an American
attorney on a retainer just to deal with the
associated red tape.

Jet Aviation also bit the bullet to get Part
129 approval for its European operation.
But the company is still reporting varia-
tions in the way access rules are enforced
depending, seemingly, on which particular
DOT official happens to be dealing with an
application on any given day.

Speaking to AIN on a not-for-attribu-
tion basis, several operators said that the
time for kid-glove diplomacy on this issue
is over, commenting that European au-
thorities ought to impose reciprocal re-
strictions on U.S. operators to level the
competitive playing field, but there is little
sign of this happening.

Until fairly recently, pilot recruitment
has been difficult for many charter opera-
tors but this issue looks set to wane as air-
lines start trimming their payrolls. At the
same time, other operators said that they
are still struggling to get the slots and ramp
parking they need at some of Europe’s
busier airports. But if the continuing eco-
nomic storm washes away some of their
customer base, this is an issue that these
operators might look back on as a nice
problem to have had. o

Slowing economies
affect international
charter operations
uContinued from page 32

Operators report steady growth in Russia, the Middle East and Asia. Likewise, the need for large business
jets, such as the Global 5000, will continue to grow along with increasing overseas travel.
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orders against brokers for “engaging in unfair
and deceptive practices and unfair methods
of competition” and “having held out com-
mon carriage air service as an airline without
the requisite economic authority.” The fines
ranged from $20,000 to $1 million. 

OneSky’s Greg Johnson admits that his
business was among those penalized by the
DOT for engaging in deceptive trade prac-
tices. Although he clearly identified himself
as an “agent” in contracts, the company
Web site referred to OneSky’s “fleet.” The
DOT fined the company $50,000.

Still, Johnson says he is an advocate for
licensing and more stringent regulations.
He also believes the DOT
should focus more of its efforts
on brokers who entered the
industry merely to make money
and those who ignore best
business practices. OneSky runs
an ARG/US TripCheq and a
Wyvern Pass report on each
flight–and provides the reports
to customers–and Johnson is a
founding member of the NATA
Air Charter Safety Foundation.
“I’m a commercial pilot from
Embry-Riddle who wanted to
do everything right…not some-
one who had been kicked off
Wall Street or had prior criminal
convictions,” he said. “I’m an FAA-certified
airman who wanted to follow the rules.”

Many brokers–perhaps a majority–are
not members of the aviation community,
however, and know little about FAA or DOT
regulations. And there are many theories
about how the business got so out of hand. 

Crystal Air’s Salvo believes the operators
themselves are to blame. “It’s our fault as an
industry,” he said. “Over the last 25 years,
we became lazy and allowed brokers to do
our marketing for us. We got lazy, we got
complacent and let brokers come in and do
our job. Now their profitability is higher
than ours, and the air carriers and the
charter clients are paying the price for that.”
He added, “And now it’s so easy to get into
the business, you never know who you’re
getting into business with.”

Others, such as XOJet chief marketing
officer Adam Komack, believe the cus-
tomers are partially at fault. “It’s shocking to
me that some of the most successful, intelli-
gent people in the economy regularly allow
people who might or might not be industry
experts to guide them in their aviation
choices,” he said. “The same people who
sell them theater tickets aren’t the best
people to put them on a plane.” 

Komack acknowledged, however, that
using a broker has its advantages. “The bene-
fit of the broker is that you can make one call
and have access to any airplane for any mis-
sion, and you don’t have to worry about it,”
he said. “But there are brokers who charge

the customer as much as they can and use
the cheapest operator to fulfill the flight.”

Nichols said NBAA has received numer-
ous phone calls from its members regarding
the broker issue. “How can Part 135 opera-
tors have so much oversight from the FAA
while brokers can go out and do whatever
they want with very limited oversight?” he
asked. “We don’t think there should be
such a heavy-handed regulatory structure
that would force those folks out of business,
but there are opportunities for some sort of
reality check.”

In response, NBAA is working with avia-
tion lawyer Gary Garofalo, of Washington,
D.C. firm Garofalo, Goerlich and Hain-
bach, and other members of the industry,
including operators and brokers, to address

the issue. In addition to put-
ting together a document of
“broker best practices,” which
will address the role of air
charter brokers, the group is
working with the DOT to
modify Part 380 of the DOT
regulations, which governs
public charters. 

Garofalo explained that
the modification would create
a sub-set of Part 380 that
would allow brokers to buy
capacity from an air carrier
and resell that capacity as an
indirect air carrier. It would
also require the brokers to pay

a security or bond to operators in advance
of a transaction, and require brokers to
register with the DOT as part of the process
for establishing a business. “This proposal
will fill the void left by the 2004 broker
notice,” Garofalo said. “And as part of the
proposal, we also want the DOT to ask
brokers to register with the department. It
would be a one-time registration so we
could get some kind of handle on the mar-
ket. The DOT could then determine who was
out there, acting as an indirect air carrier.”

In addition to organizations such as
NBAA, others in the industry are also
addressing the issue. Air Royale’s Rizzi last
month became the first North American
president for the Baltic Air Charter Associa-
tion (BACA), a UK-based organization that
represents the interests of 125 aviation
companies. Rizzi’s goal as president is to
promote ethical air charter broker stan-
dards. “There are no policies, procedures
or regulations, and there’s nothing to differ-
entiate the fine brokers from the unethical
brokers,” he said.

Rizzi intends to establish a strict set of
standards and minimum requirements for
BACA membership. “I know I will meet
resistance, and it will be from those who
don’t care, the unethical ones,” he said. “But
we need to establish a code of ethics before
the government intervenes. I like the DOT,
and I think they’re on the right track. But they
have a heck of a lot going on. I want them to
know that we are here to help.” –J.H.

Broker activity takes a hit 
as market declines
uContinued from page 27

“As in any

business, there

are good and bad

people, but we

welcome anything

that can be done

to eliminate 

the dirtbags.”
–David Rimmer


